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This essay uses Karen Horney’s (1950) concept of the “search for glory” to analyze the Korean soap opera Winter Sonata (2002). It draws on the Japanese animated film The Tale of the Princess Kaguya (2013) to clarify the concept of the search for glory, and employs the literary critic Bernard J. Paris’s (1974, 2012, inter alia) notion of the “implied author” to infer whose search for glory is being presented. Since the analytic framework presented is not established, I argue that support for Horneyan theory can be found in its consilience with the ongoing works in brain science of J. Allan Hobson and his collaborators.
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One of the most powerful concepts in the mature theory of Karen Horney, M.D. ("Horn-eye," 1885–1952) is the “Search for Glory,” which forms the subject of the first chapter in Neurosis and Human Growth (1950).
investigate how Horney’s concept of the search for glory can be used to identify the implied screenwriter of the 2002 Korean soap opera Winter Sonata. It is important to pose this question because it demonstrates how the narrative perspectives of screenwriters in television and film plots influence what they bring to viewers’ awareness, and the influence of a search for glory on the de Below is a complete Winter Sonata episode list that spans the show’s entire TV run. Photos from the individual Winter Sonata episodes are listed along with the Winter Sonata episode names when available, as are the dates of the original airing of the episode. Winter Sonata episodes from every.... TV Episodes Full List of Winter Sonata Episodes. Reference. 4.9k views 28 items. Below is a complete Winter Sonata episode list that spans the show’s entire TV run. Photos from the individual Winter Sonata episodes are listed along with the Winter Sonata episode names when available, as are the dates of the original airing of the episode.